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INTRODUCTION 
 

Telepathology refers to the execution of pathology from a 
remote area. Telecommunication technologies have developed 
in manifold, consequently benefiting the development of 
pathology by enabling the transmission of pathology images of 
extreme clarity to distant places. A successful telepathology 
usually involves a pathologist who selects the video images for 
analysis leading to a diagnosis. Television microscopy which 
has been the mainstream technique for pathologists, did not 
have a provision for the consulted pathologist to select the field 
of view. Telepathology has proved useful in a myriad of 
functions within the field of telepathology including 
histopathology tissue diagnosis being conducted from a remote 
location. Telepathology systems include 3 main types; real
time systems, virtual slide systems and the static image 
systems. The latter is preferred by nations such as India 
because they can be used at reasonable cost. India is making 
significant advances in health care, telepathology in the region 
is evolving rapidly, and significant progress has been made 
toward digital pathology imaging by exploring techniques such 
as virtual microscopy. This paper discusses a present 
development in field of pathology, it expands on the solution 
of virtual pathology or whole slide imaging used to develop 
digital slides. The paper discusses the advantages and 
limitations of virtual pathology, and gives an overview of other 
existing systems used to facilitate telepathology.
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ABSTRACT 

With the advancement in the field of digital imaging, computational technology,
intelligence, data mining altogether brings out  new era of practice.
in field of pathology are going to be revolutionary in present and future.
practice of pathology at a distance by pathologists. It includes all histopathology consultati
including the generation of a written report, quality control, and quality assurance (QA) of all of the 
processes of light microscopy, interpretation, consultation with the 
imaging (WSI) targets to emulate the techniques of light microscopy, albeit in a computer
manner. Use of these techniques in practice by Pathologists, scientists, technologists, administrators 
and industry partners is going to be a major  help in healthcare and life scinces.
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Overview of the state of telepathology. The widely adopte
telepathology concept are the static image systems. Static 
image systems are a popular form of telepathology because 
they can operate without an internet bandwidth connection and 
special equipment. Static image systems have drawbacks that 
hinder their adoption, they have low accuracy levels when 
compared to virtual pathology systems. Moreover, static image 
systems can only evaluate a selected subset from the larger 
microscopic field offsite. Virtual pathology, which includes 
virtual slides, and real-time microscopic systems are emerging 
concepts, and have been widely adopted in developing 
countries. The aforementioned techniques have a provision for 
the consulting pathologist to assess whole histography slides 
from a different location. Real time systems e
motorized microscope that’s actively controlled as a robot, by 
a consultant working from a separate side. By using a real time 
robotic micro system, the consulting pathologist can adjust the 
field of view, illumination and focus according to his
preference. A real time robotic microscope can use a digital or 
analogue video camera. Another variation of real time 
microscopy involves that application of very clear cameras 
mounted on a path lab microscope.
digital videos comprising of slides are transmitted to a 
computer based in a different location. The data is sent through 
encrypted store and forwards software. The technique further 
allows communication between pathologists through having 
echo cancelling microphones o
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communication line. For robotic microscopy, either a digital 
video camera or analog video camera can be used. There is 
another type of real-time microscopy that involves using a high 
resolution video camera that is mounted onto a path lab 
microscope. Live digital video of slides is sent to a large 
computer monitor that is located in the remote location of the 
pathologist. Encrypted store-and-forward software is used to 
send the data. Virtual slide systems apply automated digital 
slide scanners to come up with digital image files of a whole 
glass slide. The file is then stored on a server that can be 
viewed using a browser from a distance.  Digital imaging is 
essential for a successful virtual microscopy. Despite offering 
high diagnostic accuracy, both real time systems and virtual 
slides have drawbacks. Real time systems are best suited for a 
local area network (LAN). However, in cases of congested 
network traffic for a real-time system that uses the internet as a 
backbone, the performance of the real time system can be 
negatively affected. Both virtual and real time system are 
relatively expensive when compared to static image systems, 
however, virtual slide systems has a lesser net cost compared 
to conventional pathology consultations or collaborations. 
Virtual slide systems have no sampling error and only require a 
microscope that has a motorized stage as well as a digital 
camera that are not as expensive when considering the cost of 
physically transmitting slides for consultation to pathologists. 
Virtual pathology is therefore becoming a technology of choice 
because of its efficiency.  At the present, telepathology is being 
used for various clinical functions such as research, education, 
primary histopathology diagnosis and the diagnosis of frozen 
section specimens. Telepathology has enabled pathologists to 
access and perform frozen section diagnoses while being 
offsite. The innovation has also enabled direct access to 
professionals such as  dermatopathologists, renal pathologists 
neuropathologist among other subspecialty pathologist for 
immediate consultation. 
 
Virtual pathology: Virtual pathology or Whole slide imaging 
(WSI) targets to emulate the techniques of light microscopy, 
albeit in a computer-created manner. In practice, WSI has two 
processes: the first process makes use of special equipment to 
digitize the glass slides leading to the creation of large digital 
images that represent the image viewed on site. The second 
procedure uses the virtual slide viewer which is a special 
software for viewing and assessing the large digital files. The 
WSI technique was motivated by the earlier efforts of 
innovators targeting to realize high-resolution scanning for 
whole glass slides. Ferreira et al innovated the virtual 
microscope which had the ability to capture vast areas of a 
specific slide through robotic microscopy. The system 
developed by Ferreira et al used a robotic-microscope 
combination to come up with a mosaic pattern of the image 
tiles that formed a composite slide image. The concept brought 
about by Ferreira et al. captured a static image or a single field. 
An automated, high speed application produced by Interscope 
Technologies followed the static image slides. Interscope 
technologies wanted to produce a system that can capture 
whole slides at a high resolution and within a convenient time 
limit, and at relatively reasonable cost, the idea lead to the 
formation of the affordable WSI scanners that have since 
become available for commercial purposes. The WSI 
technique gives a user high resolution digital slides in a span of 
a few minutes or seconds.   
 
Technology behind Virtual Pathology: WSI devices have a 
range of appearances as well as functions that are used to meet 

the requirements of a large and diversified market base. Some 
of the WSI scanners are designed to scan a small number of 
slides while larger scanners can be used to scan hundreds of 
glass slides. The slides that are scanned by WSI devices, 
including the tissue micro arrays are usually loaded in trays or 
racks. Some WSI scanners are made to scan fully mounted 
glass slides including 8 by 6 inch slides such as complete 
prostate gland regions. Some glass slides however, may fail to 
automatically alleviated by rescanning, some scanners have 
been designed with a rescanning feature. The rescan rate is an 
important consideration when purchasing a scanner since it 
plays a part in the number of times a slide is scanned to get a 
clear image for the remote pathologist. Whole side imaging 
devices are microscopes connected with specialized cameras 
that have advanced optical sensors.  
 

 
Source: https://www.archivesofpathology.org/doi/pdf/10.5858/arpa.2016-007 
4-OA 

Fig 1. Image analysis using whole slide imaging 
 

 
Source:https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Top-Omnyx-whole-slide-imaging-
scanner-Bottom-Omnyx-viewer-and_fig1_279231201 

 
Fig 2. A whole side image scanner and the view enabled by the 

scanner 
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The main components of any WSI scanner include: a 
microscope with objective lenses; a source of light robotics for 
loading, as well as moving the glass slide around; at least one 
digital camera to capture the image and a computer and 
software used to manage, manipulate and view the digital 
slides. Some advanced scanners come with a dynamic pre-
focusing function that makes use of two cameras, one camera 
is used to focus the image and the other is used for scanning. 
Having multiple cameras has helped speed up the process of 
scanning. A limited percentage of scanners further offer dry 
scanning and oil immersion functions, including the Apiero 
CS2 scanner that’s designed for hematopathology as well as 
microbiology. The Apiero CS2 scanner and other similar 
appliances can traverse numerous glass slides at high speeds of 
at least 180 mm/s.  
 

 
Source: https://www.leicabiosystems.com/digital-pathology/scan/aperio-cs2/ 

 

Fig 3. Apero CS2 scanners used to create high quality slides with 
the help of Aperio CS2 capture device from a computer 

 
Some scanners are limited in functionality as they are not 
compatible to wet slides or are unable to scan slides that lack 
coverslips. WSI gadgets that demand the glass slides to be 
uploaded in a vertical position and not when lying flat have a 
lesser ability of accommodating wet slides. Devices such as 
VisionTek need a glass slide cover interface for the purpose of 
focusing when scanning slides. More recent WSI devises apply 
modern optics and elimination methods, including confocal 
microscopy. Scanning of slides can be done manually or 
automatically. Many WSI gadgets do batch scanning and 
random aces processing. Most of the devices present in the 
market can also read one-dimensional barcodes and two 
dimensional bar codes. The scanning speeds for WSI gadgets 
today vary from less than a minute to about three minutes for 
every slide. The scanning speed is determined by the object 
magnification and the quantity of Z stacks that have been 
acquired. Scanning can be done on an entire slide or a specific 
region of interest on the respective slide. Some WSI scanners 
can digitize a slide at different z-axes, therefore creating a 
multi-plane image that has fine focus control that’s equivalent 
to that of the conventional microscope. The Z stacking 
technique provides the capability demonstrated above and is 
appropriate for viewing the cytology slides. Following the 
collection of digital data through the charge coupled device of 
a camera, a computer then uses special imaging software to 
create a virtual slides. The most common methods used to 
generate a virtual slide include tile based scanning and line 
based scanning.  Tile based scanning has a robotic-controlled 
and motorized slide stage that’s used to obtain many square 
image frames that are then Scanning of slides can be done 

manually or automatically. Many WSI gadgets do batch 
scanning and random aces processing. Most of the devices 
present in the market can als magnification and the quantity of 
Z stacks that have been acquired. Scanning can be done on an 
entire slide or a specific region of interest on the respective 
slide. Some WSI scanners can digitize a slide at different z-
axes, therefore creating a multi-plane image that has fine focus 
control that’s equivalent to that of the conventional 
microscope. The Z stacking technique provides the capability 
demonstrated above and is appropriate for viewing the 
cytology slides. Following the collection of digital data 
through the charge coupled device of a camera, a computer 
then uses special imaging software to create a virtual slides. 
The most common methods used to generate a virtual slide 
include tile based scanning and line based scanning. Tile based 
scanning has a robotic-controlled and motorized slide stage 
that’s used to obtain many square image frames that are then 
assembled in a mosaic pattern.  Every slide has a 2 to 5% 
overlap because of the overly precise saccadic movement of 
the slide stage. The digital data captures by the charged couple 
device are then correlated to one another so as to ensure proper 
alignment after which the tiles are stitched together to form a 
vast and seamless image. In line based scanning, a servomotor 
based slide is used for acquisition of digital images. The 
servomotor-based slide stage traverses in a jitter free and linear 
fashion along one axis of acquisition. The slide stage moves 
numerous times in a sequence along different points of the 
slide, it then generates a group of images in the form of long 
and uninterrupted strips. This technique of slide acquisition 
simplifies the process of image alignment since it reduces the 
number of lines or tiles and the freedom associated with the 
lines or tiles.  
 
Tiling systems is a more complex technique for acquiring 
images when compared to line base systems. However, amid 
the present technology, the efficiency of either method is a 
minor issue. WSI scanners today make use of light-emitting 
diodes (LED) based strobe for the elimination of motion blur 
use superior processors, include cameras of up to 100 frames 
per second, apply advances algorithms for image acquisition 
and possess improved robotics. Alternative methods of image 
acquisition, including the use of an array microscope or 
independent dual sensor scanning, are being applied to help 
separate image acquisition from focusing so as to encourage 
rapid scanning. The image resolution of the scanner is affected 
by a number of factors. The Microsoft objective for scanning is 
a key determinant of the respective scanner’s image resolution 
as well as the objective’s numerical aperture and the camera 
photo-sensors’ quality.  Despite the ability to view an image at 
any level of magnification, magnification that exceeds an 
image’s true resolution leads to pixilation, which then causes 
the image to appear blurred. It is thus necessary to increase 
details in an image so as to create room for magnification, 
increasing the file size however, significantly increases the 
cumulative file size. A normal virtual slide that’s scanned at a 
magnification of *40 can generate a file that’s has several 
gigabytes. Fortunately, as the size of WSI files are increasing, 
so does the storage and speed of computers that are expected to 
handle WSI files. The retention, manipulation and retrieval of 
images in telepathology demands sufficient storage capacity. 
Furthermore, the need for backing up images, or the storage of 
images for the shorter or longer term is unavoidable if effective 
WSI scanning is anticipated. Pathology labs that have gone the 
direction of digitized slides show that digital pathology require 
a significant storage capacity. Storage demands effective 
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management, Bashshur et al.  made use of storage tiers for 
managing storage requirements through a model that makes 
WSI techniques or virtual microscopy more efficient. Bashshur 
et al. made use of storage tiers. The top tier served as quick 
disk based solution while the lower tier served as an archive 
where digital files were copied after a specified time period. 
Slides that are being used for ongoing diagnostic works are 
usually stored in the first tier while slides that may require a 
second opinion are placed in the lower tier for long term 
storage. The storage management variation described by 
Bashshur et al. also includes a procedure to purge slides, 
digital slides that are stored in the short term storage expire 
after a period of time and are then deleted too free space. 
 

Conclusion 
 
When executing pathology from a remote areas, static image 
systems have been the most used concept in India because its 
cost effective. However, drawbacks such as lower accuracy of 
the image and only a limited subsection of a larger field under 
evaluation can be asses off site by the concerned pathologist. 
Conventional pathology however, has a higher risk of loss of 
data through damage of the material carrying a specimen, or 
the specimen itself as it is physically taken for observation. 
Static image systems are thus a step in the right direction.  Real 
time systems and virtual pathology, or whole slide imaging are 
more accurate techniques compared to static image systems, 
and generate results much faster. However, both are relatively 
expensive. For developing nations such as India, I recommend 
the adoption of virtual pathology or WSI which is discussed in 
detail in this paper. The technique produces composite slide 
images within an efficient timeline, therefore improving the 
quality of the outcome from diagnosis. WSI comes in different 
variations to suit the varying requirements by users, and is 
further supported by developments in technology such as the 
development of higher processing speeds, camera lenses with 
higher resolution and more storage space availed on the cloud. 
The aforementioned developments satisfy the storage needs, 
timeline demands, and the image quality demands for 
pathologists  
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